Cytochrome c interaction with neutral lipid membranes: influence of lipid packing and protein charges.
The interaction of cytochrome c (cyt c) with fluid/gel neutral supported lipid membranes was investigated by time-lapse atomic force microscopy (AFM). AFM revealed the random formation of depressed areas in fluid membranes promoted by cyt c. These depressions corresponded to the desorption of fluid bilayer patches induced by cyt c. By contrast, the gel domains were never desorbed but they were progressively thickened in the presence of the protein. These results suggest that cyt c molecules might intercalate between the mica and the lipid bilayer. Although the interaction of cyt c with the mica surface is likely to be an artifact, this work is the first direct observation of cyt c ability to cross membranes. Furthermore, our data show that the net positive charge of cyt c molecules plays a pivotal role but it is not the sole factor responsible for cyt c insertion in the membrane.